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I

In Black English (BE), in addition to'the motion

verb core, there exists a modal,likeconelwhich expresses ..

speaker indignation. This core is coverable to other

modalorms, identicalitTeitiovverbsothich occur in

Black and nonBlack varieties of English and which signal

various degrees of disapproval; however, it occurs in BE

Only: Itis of special.interest, that it occurs even in

acrolecta varieties of thus showing that the po,st:-;,

creole C inutm in the ':Sr differs frin that in iiiyana'as

described by Bi'ckerton 1975, who states that forms

identical to ones in q base-language but which are ,

functionally distinct. 33 not occariin 'acrolectal varieties.

ction

The primary concern ofihis paper is to,deMonstrate that there exists

in Black English (BE)! a irodal-4ke ford come which can'be distinguished

from the formally, identical rotion.verb cone. Even though there is a

substantial body Of literature on SE,' no prOdentinguist would assume

that all of the fe'atures which set it Off ficm other English dialects

have been catalogued. Indeed,it'is corm knowledge that no langUage,'

has been completely described, even those that have, enefited.from
,

centuries of scholarlY investigation. Thus; from one point of vikirit

is not entirely surprising thit a second come, which is functionally

unrelated to the motion verb come, should have gone undiscussedln the.'

lit
ierature

and apparently unrecognized as exiiting.

.,

* This 'article is a revised version of a paper read in, December of 1979'

at the Annual Meeting of, the Linguistic Society of Alen: I would like

to thank Yuki.Kuroda, Patricia Nichols, Elizabeth Traugott,;, Wil am Labov,

Lillith Haynes', William iieiraNronan, John Baugh, and ,Susan.F sher. /
for their valuable come* On previOus versions. w .1 i

.
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of.attention to a. modal-like.cave which'expresses' speaker

\ .

emy..also be due in.part to the. existence in'creOli and t

'-creole languages such as BE lf..What my be tended camottfliged

ii%`11C11 are phonologically siMilaror identical to forss 'in the

'Ithat,langnage which is the..SOurce of most of the lexical.

used with different values. An ,extsple

would be distributive be (e.g.,lie always be

;...tmlike:StandardEnglish be, is used specifically to

exprec re aspect..

2

Cam d ionsfi are imorta nt for the study of creole and post

creole continua thedegree of theimfunctional similarity to counter-

it
Part

inguacf;foria."Should be able to serve as an iraortant indicator.
, .

of the of et ixation.of a language and, as they become in;,

creasy' understo.odt-Shed some light on the process of decreolization

its /
cuter interest:411,,the case of the camels thatit Appears ,.;

a wide range:of BE,Varieties,even.the most.acrOlectal.ones, This:is

contrary to btat'one might' eipect.:in view Of Bickerton's.(1S7S) discussion

of,the Gtanese creole continuum!:.
Bickerton's position is that the under-

lying representation of the verbal, iyst in, artlectal Guyanese English

I with'substantively identical wthlhafiof'speakers whose English is not

okole-i*ntlenced. The Sodi-like'coSein BE argues in favor of the',

position that even in the furtheitrieches of an acrolect, full Cam-

flage, involving complete, uhrelatedness 'of function, may exist,. whether or

not suer if :actually the Casey in the Guyanese continuum.; ,

The existence of-arras/Plage and it.S,iaportince for the"study of

raiies.theeristence ille come to a level of

ikaight not have if it wertlo be' discussed' merely.' as ari-

.otberAtielectOffe!errci.' The Significan*ofthe.modal-like come is

also heightenetby,thilfact. that it does noVrepresent rerelr a lexical.

,A I

'meaning alone of cow is of interest for grammatical them in general,'

regardless of whether indignation is accepted as a mood notion.'

This paper will not deal with questions Concerningihe process of

mdalization, the. process whereby verbs become modals. If one

toothesizes, hoover, that the nodal-like come bas become modal -like'

. as a result of an original metaphorical extension or some other mechanism

of linguistic change; then come' would clearly be of interest for the study

of 'rod& i tad on,

The Come of Indignation and. the

!b ion Verb Cox

The modal -like ca of indignation typically occurs in contexts shared

,,witli.the notion verb coal :However, close 'scrutiny of thelroader range

'':ofContexts in which the former occurs furnishes evidence that it is indeed

k distinguishable from the motion verb.

It occurs .16 sentences such as the followingi3,'

(i) core,walking. in here like hi owned the damMace.

The motion verb come also occurs in this context, and if such a sentence were

heard or read in a transcript by somone.4 is not & Speaker of 8E, he/she

would have no reason not.to assume that the motion' verb is involved,

A sentence such as ,2, which 'does not have a complement verb of motion,

such as 9Iking,might also easily be taken as containing the notion verb ,
r

come, since reference to motion is entirely 'appropriate given the meaning

. of the reminder of thesentence:

(2) He coos trying to hit on me.
el

With a sentence such as ,3, howet4problems in interpreting,ae as

a verb of nation begin to emerge:

(3) We sitting there talking, and he cone hitting on me for some.

ritifftrerice bettieeVBE and other varieties ot'English but a grathatical one..,°,
..,

The.foll*tg,Osctssion indicat,es that the aidal-like care is one of the'

ii.several ilementsiwbich rakerthe verbal system. BE uniqUe,

,k1s,'also noteworthy that core graisqcilzp the notion of indig-1

nation. ,if Indignation is to be classified as a\od notion, as is argued

below, ,the fact thatttom 'grunt ical izes indignation. would, be of signif.

icance for; ny theory of mood. Since it appears that the gramatiMliza-,.:

tion of indignation has not been'posited for any liiiguage, the gramatical,

' 1

2

.money. ( is included in the referentlf we.)

'Clearly, if both parties are sitting while talking, it is difficult to

account for any motion that 'come might refer to

With, a Sentence such'as 4, it beanies clearer that a formally identical

but:semantically distinct item. is being dealt ith: .

(4) 'She come going in trocodidn't.knock or nothing.

If core as well asgolgi were interpreted as.rotion verbs, the sentence

would be anomalous since core cu'lq, implivinaltaneous movements with

different orientations. The Sentence, anon' lous,however, because



come is not a Etien ,im this instance.

The imisteiceif,:Sentences ;such: as 5 leaves, 1ittl e deft :that: two '

kerbs come are td be diS 9nguished.

ioOlni,in here raising all kind of' hell.

. ik'Sititair,6te.bok ifiStiiiiti of cole;tiifirst Is .the tot of indigna

verh;Which the speaker . would have no

reason o utter toice;"natjeing a t rer and not having made a false

Start.

It was noted above that'the otheicot expresses 'the speaker's at =

tit#.'ofstrong' disapproval or indignation; In the discussicm'aboli .

phoneticiwai not' taken into account, but, it is important since sentences

with thiS other Co ie are' (wittiOn exceptions noted) uttered with the in- k

.tonatiOn'and force of indignation, as well', as an appropriate constellation

of ,nonverbil, behaviors.

,TYPici111,. as cae,be seen Eton examples :1-5, the complement of, the. come

of indignation expresses in:action that ispresumptuous, antisocial, or ,.

grossly inapprOpniate, and it is that action,tOwerd which- indignation is

' directed:

There are sentences, which, upon first consi&ration, migpt seem to in-.

:validate the..analysis of come 'as: emisiing speaker indignation.' Consider

exampled
;,

:,

i,,(6) .11e come telling t'hew fine I was.

In

:

thccase of46, the social, ontottist be taken into consideration:.

Exasple:6 was uttered by a womanrwho was)the object of a recently met mar-

axiom attention. In uttering the sentence, the woman was .

cleai:ly114ased by the man'i''otplitent. concerning her attractiveness

but:'seught.bo indicate the inappropriateneuThofthe man's consents
and

the:expectatice, in that particular, social context;,.for.,her to be taken.

abaci -even though she was not -bY her-use of the comeOfindignation.

Example 6; then; constitutes an instance of id indignation,Itesting

tt..frosi the complement's .content per se,bUt'lather from the speaker's\

peisceived'obligation to interpret the compliment negatively in view of the

social context inwftictt it was spoken;

.' Thus, although indignation can be posited as the basic reaningof come,

there is evidence indicating that there' are extended uses whictr, do not 'ac

r.
tually'exPress sincerely felt indignation on the 'part. of the .speaker., It is

not ifficult,hriever, to argue that stich'extended uses area function of

..cime's basic meaning, just. as, for exatle,.certain extended uses of sell

tences which are formally questions are .a function of the basic 'request

for information' meaning of questions. This is not to imply that the

,relationship between basic and extended meanings is a simple or direct one; .

but solely that the relationship is a principled'one.

The come.of indignation,"; then; expresses indignation,which may result

from Several factors. Any - complement of cone which expressessomething

perceived as an extremely negative fashion and which causes indignation, on ,

the part of the speaker serves as the justification 'for its use;

TheCete of Indignation 14td,

and Modals

'Given that the come of indignation is speaker- oriented - -it expresses

indignatiorOn the part elf thispeaker only - -there s some reason for

ft), classifying it as a. marker ofimood, following 'the .characterization mood,

. sin its most. general sense asiexpressing speaker attitude. One problem

stetting from the clasiification of cone as airood.sarieri.however, is that

.
tradititally, in its wideitosplication, the tens "mood' is associated with

iterativity, interroga tivity., wish or' intention, diontic notions such as

obligation and penniSsier, atlepistemic ones such' as)certainty, 6'oubt, and

probability.' Came doei:riet nto any of these categories, but mood is

clearly the att'approprite.of: the traditional semantic notions for .1 ts

classification'. The fact 8E has 'a fort throngh which indignation is

. granaticalized in itseteworthy since there appear to be no other,

languages which do so. Giveif;Attbe most natural classification. of, cog

from a semantic standpoint.ii:aS;a:niod-marker, any theory of mood .would

b seem obligated deal with the4116 of indignation.
. .\

The statement that indigiation is grammaticalized in BEbY means of

.come is in need. of satelabOrailbri,Since gramaticalization in natural

language is not always clear cut but rather a matter of degree., A gram'.

maticalized fo'rm' is one of a closed,'1.6.,. %Win Rusher' and resistant'

to accepting new meters, set of element's which exhatts.a.semantic do-

main, The smaller the closed set of fort: to which a particular form be

longs, the more gramaticalized it'ist. Connected with the notion of gram-:

mattcalization is that of' obligatoriness, To the extent that a set' of.

4 elerenti is.grattiaiicalizeain'o language, the speaker is forced to choose

among the set's member in constructing sentences.;,, Tense, for example, is

gramaticalized in English, and the marking of tense, in the',English.

sentence is obligatory.. The relevant.donain in.,tappearS to be one
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lobbing types ant degrees of disapproval and wouldinclude minimally core ,,

and el (see below). A detailing of the precise'oxistraints.onthe use of

'forms in this domain must await,furier research. The discussion. of the

semantics of came "presented herein can only be taken as ,preliminary given

the larger gmestiooS relating to the interaction of all disapproval, forms.'

s'' In Onelaportant respect, mithave as Weis. It is speaker-
.A:

,
oriented ai arfm4als,:i.e., it expresses speaker-attitude only,'regard-

.

1 less of 'what the overt subject the (simple) sentence is, unlike.; for
'.., .

;:., ample, 'verbs
4

suctras believe or doubt Whose subject isthe overt marker

yFAi

the.attituee-holder; who may or may not be the speaker.

The data,from actual speech are insufficient for a full-scale col-

Orison of the syntactiC tehavior of the an Of. indignation with madals.

Those*, relevant data that have been gathered show syntactic similarity

betweenle and modals; coo may well have nothing or little at all

in,coamon.0rmdals from a nonsemantic vienpOint; although it, does semen-

ttcally 'sincei,amrks mid ,(accepting indignatfon as a mood litliOn) as do

In2dals (in.theii:,#6-signailing functions): Is cc ,requires

:Da Support in gueSitmli

(7) 'Did be*Ititting you again75

Also, come can occUr1ManfinitiVal clausei, unlike pedals:
'

.

(8) I didn't want core talking tome, cussing and carrying,l,

Ctie.has not, howeveri beei:observed in gerundive clauses; but this fact

rorroieto taking:a gerundivioselarent itself, thereby producing a

doub1-111 construction; care:itself being. erundtve. 'Therefore, ,come's

absence from gerundive clauses siyie11 result from general constraints

on doubling COnstructions.6 arenotlear with respect to an

additional property of modals, whiChIssubject4erb agreement. In some

'; :BE ,varieties, sibject-verb, agreement:is..either not present or.sporadic!

This brief discussion of the syntactic properties 'of the Cone of in-

dignatton has focused on capering
corei'syntActicrbelivior with that of .

the nomierginal modals;, e.g., Ds, shouldrmist, etc. The marginal modals,

te.g., ought to, need, dare, have to, be to (as 'in he is to leave tomorrow),

and used .to have: been tattled variously, e., g.; as marginal modals, semi-

semi-auxtliaries, etc., and their Synta'ctic'behavfor is to varying

extents tort like that of come of indignation:add main verbs. Given

the lack, of, precision and the inconsistfnt usage of, the, terms available

for marginal,madals;
theregno,princiled,baiis for selecting any one of

.
.

such terms for referring to the cone ofindignation,:.Stiffice it to state

a

that there is a continuo: of rodalhood with the corre of indignation being

situated closeto the main -verb end,nonmarginal rodals being 'sittlated at

.,. the Mal end, an the various other farginal modals situated in 'between..

41
Gene

Another.BE form, mentioned above, which Marks:a:type of disapproval,,

is cg_se. It can be:Classified as a:mend-marker, on the same pas,is, as the.;

core of. indignation, Gone occurs, in sententea,sicii'as th following;
.

(9), iihy She gtoe act a fool like that? ,'.

(10) Now he gone come in here raising 611 and then wonder why they'

'wanted to put him out. . '
.

Gone will not be examined in detail. but a few 'remarks can.be.rade

in passing. It sliould'berobserved that gone_, in 9 and 10 marks neither

'future nor future in the'Past, as one would, expect liAsed on be Ding to,'

with which goie.Might be:equated: Both examples are past and realized).

Context.determtneS. the tenseHpf,9,, and the .simple past fore wanted makes
.

it clear that. IA is in the 'pastlense.

6oneiis used to,express the 'disapproval
,

of the speaker, ;but that

disapprivills ofa weaker,sorttthin the.. indignation expressed by come.

Additionally,' unlike come,: oLe expresses also unexpectedness, unexplain-

ability and/or doubt. This Obserfition'is partiCUlarly, important in flew

of sentences such as 11:

(11) gone. came telling 'we he -had to shut off pi:electricity.'

In the easel Of 11, pragmatic considerations rule out a reading expressing

both disapproval (of a weaker sort than 'indignation) by me and indignation

by cu. Sentence 15 was uttered by a beautician who was dismayed that her

electricitfwasbeing 'shut off during business hoUrs. 'She was indignant

due to the inconvenience. caused her custorrers, particularly those.under

the electric hair-dryers at the,tire the electricity was shut off. The

shut-off Of her electricity was also unexpeCted and unexplainable: she had

been told beforehand that her electricity would not be shut off during.

business hours; furthermate, there was no reason to shut off her electricity

because her wiring was separate from that of the rest of the' byilding, and

only the wiring for the rest of the building was to be worked on. Clearly

, 3

then,' she also had reason to.doubt that the electrician "had to shut off'

her electricity. Thui, in 11, gone expresses Unexpectedness, unexplainability;

andidOubt,
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The Case for .Come

0;e Si* wise to argue that the ccee .of indignation should be taken

i; as a retaphiffC extension 'of, the verb of lotion rather than establishing,:

too attempt to support such .1; view; hallyer, encounters

insirenuntablef obstacles.

In thefiyst place, if the metaphoric: extention view is to be supported,

there shOill'd, be sat, explanation of the basis for the etaphoricextension

ayi ideally sare:tdei of its origin. Although.; the,core of .indignatiOn say

well' be the lull of an original metaphoric extension, the original. retanhor

4 mint be considered dead since it is synchronically unreCoverable; further-

ire, it must be not& that the queStion of metaphor in the origin, evolution,

and present status of are is one which is distinct from he 'question, of

Whether two 'cane's must be established on the basis of synchronic syntactic

and semantic factors. The preceding discussion ofthe syntax and semantics

of the tivo.core'i is by itself sufficient for establithing the existence

.

The.retaphoric extension view of the co of indignation is madOven

more dl ficult to support becausethe semantic ValOe ofihe,redal;like,cime

is not what one mighteipect based on previous, studies of the semantic

tensions of daiitic[phenciena:linked to the motion verbs come and

Clari (1974).;.foretaile,l,offers:an interesting
hypothesis, oh the

evaluative uses of and come in idiOmi, e.g.:

(12). He came through:a good deal last Year:

(13)' He went,through a good deal last year.4,
,

She suggests that two classes of idioms, one
with.go,and one with come; are

'related to other types of -deixis,
all:Of which derive from the basic deic-.

tic contrast' between e2! and non -ego, The evaluative uses,Of'core and gg

'". . related to- normal -state idioms in,that the
evaluative use of come

implies.that thiperson or event' described has..ended up
in some speaker -

approved or public-approved state. 'The evaluative use.of.00, however,

is either neutral or negatifin,cconOtation . (p. 317). Although a

',deixis -based explanation of
meaning phenomena connected with .thecomt:..

,. and idioms that she treats appears viable, such an
explanatiaris not

feasible.for the modal-like come since; Contrary,to what one would expect

given a deixii-based explanation, come is e%aluatively negative.

Even though a fUlli understanding. of the origin an v*elopnent:Of

thecoreofdindignatien.'will haVe to core primarily, from future research

,
.

at thiapoipt several relevant obserVations can be presented. , 4i:

.Although the use of motion -verb form in the:tehse7aspect systems of

Engliskand other languages of European origin (notably Portuguese) that

may have been
involved.in BE's presumed creole past is All known

0

English and Portuguese' it "to'so," both,used:Sfuture tense sarkers),2)

'there appear to bell; cases of, forms'
fonnally.identical or.sirdlar to,motion .

verbt'which are used specifically to express indignation:
Furthermore, our

present.knowledge'of!these'linguages indicates that none Have gramiaticalized

in anyway the mood notion of .indignation.

However, in- varieties of English other than BE, disapproval is gram-

0

maticalized; GO marks disapproval, as in the folloing examples: .

,(14): Don't go acting crazy again..:'

(IS) Don't go going ironed ringing people's doorbells.

(TB); :HheneverI let cookhigoes:bUrning everything.

.There:are several bases on which the of disapproval can be

guisbed from E the 'motion verb'. , Note first that.there are contexts where

no motion interpretation fbr

(17) [Your] sitting there now is OK; but if you,gosiiting there'pasti

midnight, you'r going4o:get pickedup by the police.

Secondly,:is happens wjth the come of indignation,.
12:can'tako.ltself as 'a

complement, as in 15 above. ,

.

It shOuld be noted that some instances of go 'taking a coipliment verb

.. . ,

are not instanco§ of the
of disapproval.; The goof disapproval

cannot occur In the progresiive.

Ne,goes fishing every chance he gets.

(NONDISAPPROVA1) .

b.
(Nowilays) he's'going,fisiling.eVery chance hi gets,

(NONDISAPPNOVAL.)

(19)a: He goes showing offlevery.chahce he gets./

(DISAPPROVAL)

h.
(Nowaiays).be's.gaingshoWing off every chance helets:

(DISOPROVAL)

Go and the Origin of the Come,

of Indignation



In path the safe 'tunnel' as the core ofindignation, :the
disap-

proval
bo6'smin verb 'and modal properties.. °. .

The 1, of disapproval, imfortunately, does Pro in the way'of raising

questions
than:proVidinganswers.. GO can in MO'clear way be related' to

ther the come of indignation or the m of disapproval except:in that all

three, are formally identical to motion, verb forms. 'Indeed, an important

question that so, raises is tto, different varieties of English Should :employ,.

forms 'identicallo notice) 'Verb for to mark types of disapproval..
.

Clearly,: one of the m o s t importantqLesti ems :relating ..to the origin

of the come of indignation is whether it or sicilartforeis exist in other

creoles, particularly the.'English-based ones'suth as Guyanese Creole,

Jaiican Creole, and Gullah.11 Scrutiny of what are perhaPs theist

eXtensiVe.studies Of:these creoles (Bailey 1966, JeOloan Creole; Cum*

ham 1970 and Turner 1449,
r'GUllah;. andllickerton 1975,

Guyanese Creole)

s not,,hoWever, reveal form of interest in this:regard. This notwith

ding,. given 'the high .degree of camouflage that the come of indignation

, it would be premature 6 assume that this form or, one quite

it does not exist.in these creoleS.12

rep

simdlar

CincluSion

AltbOughlhe 'existence of
tarouflaged.fonns.in creole andpost-Oreolt

languages has long been noted.lat least
iiplicitlyb.Studies.oriented specif-

caity the delineation of
and,interrelationship between

different types

,.'of,camouflage have not been undertaken.
That' such studieilhOuld be on the

creolist's agenda is argued
forby.the possibility that,a typology or

'theory of camouflage will
assist in rendering possible a

full - fledged theory

of decreolizaticri, and
a more accurate specification of the

notion of stage

of,(tcm,dlization.', At present, the only
tens we have to refer to stages,

of decreolizatiom ("basilert,"meiolect,"
etc.), are ones Which are

not'satisfactorilyprecise.,

'llickerten..1191S) has takemm first step toward,'Oftical.use'of
"tip

of camouflage
(though not the tere)b.isolitktagesOf.dedreOzation.'

'...'foreiample,. he states:: , .

The processeilbankobserved
in the developmental

phase- between

basileOtind mid-omplect
consisted to a large extent,ofIntiodtking

formatives Modelled on
English one" using them (at least initially)

In a quitelm-,EnglIsh)oay,and
onl.slowly and gradually

the'

underlying semantic system
in the 'general

direction of English.

ilut at thp level our description has. now
reached, a change

in the nature of these processes occurs 'Increasingly,

from'this point, (going from mesolect to acrolectl,,English

forms:art'addedto the' grammar in pretty. much their English

functions, le non -.English .forats either drop out altogether

or.art crushed and distorted. into patterns that become

steadily closer to English ones (p.,114), .

.In4omparing the'Guyanese acrolect
specifically to'English (that is,

varieties of English which 'have not been
creole-influenced), Bickerton .

commentsthat.".
underlying representation of the verbal system

in the idndt of acrolectal Guyanese
speakers may be regarded as substan-.

tively identical with that of,
retropolitin :Speakers of English" (p.

Despite the
implicationsconcerning.camouflige in Gqyanese Creole'

.

English thatoneUgy draw,
from:iheseieparks.pf Bickerton's and hii study

in its entirety, it is
clear that full camouflage, involving

complete un-

relatedness of,furittion,.is present in even the acrolectal varieties of
BE:.

Even,BE speakers. who
might, wellbe considered to use a variety of BE more

'acrolectal `than that characterized
Taylor (1971) as Standard Black

.
13'

'English employ the Coo of indignation,

Although,tense- aspect, systems have constituted a
major focus in creole

. and, BE studies, a4ntion to, moodsystimshailemained comparatively insub-.:

. stantial; A, major reason, for the concern
Of.creoliits with tense-aspect

systems is their' similarity the world
-overp.which prompted Bickerton's

(1974) intriguing hypothesis that
thei closely mirror an innate tense -

aspect system- -one basedfon keen cognitive,Capacitiev.
Attention to the

tense-aspect systeto.,b'f BE stems fromthe.fact that
Many,of'the.radical

differences that researchers
hive found between it and other kinds' of,

English have been in the tense-aspedt system.

Awareness of the existence of
the come of indignation and the jape.

of disapproval.in.BE should
'be sufficientfor

stimulating.mtre interest in

.the..toOd system of"BE and those of creoles as:well
since, as Bickerton

.',.(1976) has'Observed, ",
it' is likely that a full and satisfactory

understanding of the origin and
development of Black English must await a

'full and satisfactory'explanatito
of pidginsInd creeles": (O. 1E3)...



Footnotes

1"Black English" is used hereto referto what is actually a Continuum

of.varieties of English In the Illited,States spoken almost exclaiVely by

Blacks. This Continuoa contains varieties ranging'frz the basilectal

.(that furthest fill the standard) to Oat may be referred to as Standard

Black English. 'ISee.Taylor, 1971, for a discussion of the notion of

Standard Black English.1 4

2As the typical brief stateomi, this oneconcerning BE distributive

. .

be Oversisilifies. See Fasold (1972) and Kscauley (1914) fo further dis-

cussign.

3
For increased clarity unreduced forms are given in all examples since

the way, in, which foims are reduced it.iirelevant for the purposes of the

present. discussion.

Unless otherwise indicated, the come fandigi -see below)'data are

taken from notes gathered during partTirpant observation in the San Francisco

'Bay Area 'of California. '(Actually,.in this case one might speak'of a rem-

ber observation, since the observer has routing contact, for reasont. unre

lated to language research, with the group of persons providing the data for

this.study.)' gost,of the data come from speech in a hair care establishment

where, lively, uninhibited speech ,prevails. Such speedls.typical for

beauty and barber shops in,Illack communities. These establishments pro-

:
vide especially productive opportunities , far speeck Observation since the

.
researcher's or anyone else0, Presence'with or without

participation in the

conversations is perfectlyhortaL. ' .
. .

The method of.participant,observation, though used
rarely in linguistic

studies'.(see, however, Rickford,1915),,Is particularly useful. forovercoming

the limitatices of tape7recordtng.
SinCe,obreol social contexts are made use

of, there are fewer constraints on when. and where data can be gathered. Forms

which might rarely or never at all occur in recording situations can be

watched for in a range of situations in which tape-recording may be infea-

sible for various reasons.' (See Rickford, 1915, and Wolfram and Fasold,

1974, fordetailed,discussions of relatedlethodological:issues.)

4The,uie of the term 'modal' in cghtradistinction tevert' does not

imply support.for the analysis of modals as a separate category, as in

Chomsky (1957) and other analyses in the same Vein, Akmajian and .

Nik(4 (1975). It is an expository convenience and is
intended to he neutral

with respect to the controversy over the category status of modals.and.other

auxiliaries, '

,In this and other written.sententet where come might be ambiguous,.
.

Context established that no motion was involved:le presence
of the come

findigmaticolwas determined on this'basis.

12

' 4

.
6See Ross (1972), Milsark (1972), and Pullam (1974) for iliscosioos

of Constraints on sequences of forms in -jog:

7
.Present tense sentences with come in the case of speakers whose,

speech is for the most'part standardmay prove 'to show subject-verb

agreement. 'Although no such sentences have been recorded; the author's

intuitions indicate that present tense sentences of it least some of

these speakeis Would show subject-verb aoreement:

,6It is phonetically realized as [0] oflgon].

L

9See Traugott (1976) for'additional examples.

10
This thscussion of so has benefited from observations and examples

provided by Susanna Cumming; Donn Seeley; Deborah Clarke, John Moore,

and ()yam Paynovich:

For. an interesting ditcussion of the oeitare infinitive construction,

e.g., Go oet me a beer, see Shopen (1971). He cdncludes that go in this

constriiifin.T?Ti-oliiboth main verb and (with respect to syntailModal

properties.

.

r

1.1A similar question arises'.witil resoect to WestAfricanTangtiages,

viz. whether a mation7verb-foemidisanproval-markingfunction
cOrrelation,

occurs with sufficient frequency in these languages so as to allcorpne .

Ao hypothesize that they provided the Model for disapproval fOrirs In

BE. It would be 4ifficult, however, to connectdisaporoval
forms in BE

to analogous West African ones given the existence of analogous dis-

approval toms in nonBlack varieties of English. This is oartioilarly

true since it is not yet certain that forms in other English varieties

did not serve as models'forthe BE disapproval formi.

12
Li11 ith Haynes (personal communication), has

reported that the modal'

like cane described in this paper is.widely used in Guyana. It is not

clear at thispoint,,however, over'what part
of the speech'continuos in

Guyana this form occurs. The existence of come in Guyanese speech will

require minor modifications only of discuss5i, in this: paper,but it

el eventually require
significant' modifications in our, view of the"

decreolization process.

13Taylor would consider habitual be, the meaning of which he curious)),

labels "continuative aspects," to be i"feature of Standard Black English.

Several of the informants used
for thitstudy who never use habitual be

.do use the come of indignation.

13
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